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1. What is the ergative case marking? Why is 
there a different case marking system 
from the nominative-accusative system?

2. What is unique about the role of ‘transitive 
subject’ (the A-role) in terms of 
information status?



Discussion

3. What is the preferred argument structure 
in language? Why is there a preferred 
argument structure?

4. How does this paper argue for a 
functionalist view of grammar?



1. What is the ergative case 
marking?  Why is there a different 
case marking system from the 
nominative-accusative system? 



What is the ergative case marking?

nominative

accusative

ergative

absolutive

A

S

O



English: (nominative/accusative)
1) He hit him.

(A)     (O)
2) He cried.

(S)



Sacapultec Maya: (ergative/absolutive)
1) š-at-qa-kuna-:x

CMP-2sg.ABS-1PL.ERG-cure-TA

‘We cured you (sg.)’
2) š-ax-a:-kuna-:x

CMP-1PL.ABS-2sg.ERG-cure-TA

‘You (sg.) cured us.’



3) š-ax-war-ek
CMP-1pl.ABS-sleep-IF

‘We slept.’
4) š-at-war-ek

CMP-2sg.ABS-sleep-IF

‘You (sg.) slept.’



Why is there a different case marking system 
from the nominative-accusative system?

Grammars code best what speakers do 
most, then it becomes necessary to 
discover what linguistic patterns 
speaker most commonly use.  
The motivation is based on the 
distribution of lexical arguments and 
new mentions across grammatical roles 
in discourse. 



2. What is unique about the role 
of ‘transitive subject’ (the A-role) 
in terms of information status? 

Grammar:
Non-lexical A Constraint

Pragmatics:
Given A Constraint



A-role in Grammar

The A-role is not freely employed for lexical mentions.



A-role in Grammar

Mentions of the A-role are not all rare: they occur 
about as often as O-role mentions. The S-role 
mentions happen to be more common than A or O.



A-role in Grammar



A-role in Grammar
Some factor exists which allows the free occurrence 
of lexical argument mentions in S and O roles, but 
which acts to limit the occurrence of lexical mentions 
in the A role.

Non-lexical  A Constraint:
Avoid filling the A-role argument 
position with a lexical mention. 



A-role in Grammar

If the A position is prevented from containing 
a lexical mention, then only one possibility 
remains for a lexical argument in the 
transitive clause: the O position.



A-role in Pragmatics

The proportion for A of new mentions is very low.



A-role in Pragmatics

The fact that A is about seven times 
less likely to contain new information 
than S or O.

Given A Constraint:
Avoid introducing a new referent in the 
A-role argument position.



A-role in Pragmatics

There is a maximum of one new referent per 
clause core, and this single new-argument 
mention typically appears in S or O roles, but 
not in A.



A-role’s relation between 
grammatical and pragmatic dimensions

The Non-lexical A Constraint and the 
Given A Constraint are related.

There tend to be a strong correlation 
between pragmatic status NEW and the 
morphological status LEXICAL.



A-role’s relation between 
grammatical and pragmatic dimensions

Speaker first decides that a referent must be 
treated as new, and subsequently makes the 
decision regarding morphological type.

The Given A Constraint can be seen as the 
basis for the pattern codified as the Non-
lexical A Constraint.



3. What is the preferred argument 
structure in language?  Why is 
there a preferred augument 
structure?



What is the preferred argument 
structure in language?

Preferred Argument Structure (PAS)

Grammar Pragmatics
Quantity One Lexical 

Argument 
Constraint

One New 
Argument 
Constraint

Role Non-lexical A 
Constraint

Given A 
Constraint



One Lexical Argument Constraint

Clasues with zero or 
one lexical argument 
are common, 
clauses with two 
lexical arguments 
are rare. 



One Lexical Argument Constraint

In the majority of Sacapultec clauses, just one of 
arguments contains a full NP. Some surface 
syntactic positions are full, while others are empty 
(or contain just a pronoun). This falls in constraints 
on Quantity.

Intransitive  
clauses
n = 264

transitive 
clauses
n = 179



Non-lexical A Constraint

Lexical arguments 
appear in the S or O 
roles, but a 
relatively small 
portion in the A 
roles.



Non-lexical A Constraint



The surface syntactic structure which is 
preferred in the discourse is a verb 
accompanied by a single (or no) lexical 
argument in the S or O role. 
This preferred surface structure can be 
represented as 

V N {s,o}



One New Argument Constraint



Given A Constraint

For A, the 
proportion of new 
mention is very low.
Avoid new A’s



Why is there a preferred 
argument structure?

The appearance of lexical and new 
mentions in the S and O roles, but not 
A, is related to the role of topic 
continuity. 
In most narrative discourse, human 
protagonists tend to be the central 
participants and be maintained as 
theme. 



Why is there a preferred 
argument structure?

In two-place 
predicate:
A role: given 
mention of human 
protagonist 
O role: inanimate  
patient arguments in 
greater variety

Where do human 
mentions go?



Where do human mentions go?

All 187 of the A-role 
mentions are human



4. How does this paper argue for a 
functional view of grammar?

Lexical argument (morphology) and 
Information Flow (discourse)--- PAS 
(Preferred Argument structure)

One Lexical Argument constraint (G)
Non-lexical A constraint (G)
Given A constraint (P)
One new argument constraint (P)

Is Preferred Argument Structure Universal?
Why are not all languages ergative?



Is Preferred Argument Structure 
Universal?

English, German Portuguese, French, 
Hebrew, Quechua, Rama, Papago, and 
Japanese are all clearly accusative in 
grammar; nevertheless, in spoken 
discourse, they display an ergative/ 
absolutive pattern of information flow 
(PAS).



Why are not all languages ergative?

The answer, in general term, is that several 
functional motivations compete to control 
the structuring of the single system of 
grammatical relations.

Sensitive to Topicality---ex: accusative  
Sensitive to Information status
(Information flow)—ex:  ergative



4. How does this paper argue for a 
functional view of grammar?

A functional view of grammar:
Grammar codes what people do most.
Grammar is shaped by language use.

A functional view for Universal grammar:
Preferred Argument Structure (Discourse and 
language use) 
Not just syntax
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